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1CLARK: Intelligent AI for Internal, Third-Party, and 
Regulatory Risk Visibility, Reporting, and Management.

Clark is an intelligent, conversational assistant that extends far beyond 
traditional chatbots or compliance operations to deliver real-time, meaningful 
insight to data analytic questions posed in plain, natural language. Clark spans 
across your entire integrated technology stack to extract, interpret, and 
provide you with clear answers to your most pressing security, risk, and 
compliance questions.

CLARK FLAWLESSLY DELIVERS:

A unified view, understanding, and approach to internal, third party, and regulatory risks

Data-driven, risk-based dashboards and analysis to support accurate decision-making.

Quick, precise, and verified answers and insights for assessments by simply uploading a file.

A faster way to view, report, predict, and ultimately respond to risk.

THE BENEFITS OF CLARK:
Below are just a few samples of how Clark can revolutionize your GRC processes and strategy:

A UNIFIED VIEW, UNDERSTANDING, AND APPROACH TO 
ENTERPRISE-WIDE RISK
One of the most immediate benefits Clark provides is clear visibility into your 
organization’s internal, third party, and regulatory risks. Ideally suited for any 
multi-tenant environment, including MSPs or organizations with large portfolio 
companies, Clark makes requesting, interpreting, reporting, and viewing 
compliance gaps, third-party vendor risk, and security posture effortless.

AUTOMATION OF ROUTINE, REPETITIVE TASKS REDUCES WORKLOAD 
Clark delivers automation of routine and repetitive tasks such as responding 
to assessments. You upload an assessment and Clark sets out to scan vast 
volumes of data from your entire security stack, interprets the data, and then 
generates a response with a speed and accuracy that significantly reduces staff 
workload and is sure to boost your organization’s ROI.

CLARK INSTANTLY DELIVERS ACTIONABLE INSIGHT INTO YOUR 
COMPLIANCE GAPS, THIRD-PARTY RISK, AND SECURITY POSTURE.

TruOps, our integrated governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) platform and leading multi-tenant 
solution, is now available with Clark. This cutting-edge, artificial intelligence-based module utilizes 
your organization’s integrated security, risk, and compliance control data to deliver unified 
visibility, reporting, and recommendations on your security, risk, and compliance posture.



CONCLUSION
As artificial intelligence heralds a transformative era for governance, risk, and compliance processes, 
TruOps’s groundbreaking AI module, Clark, stands poised to revolutionize your organization’s GRC 
landscape by redefining how risk is managed across your enterprise.

Clark is more than just an AI tool; it’s a complete solution for managing cyber risks. It tackles the 
visibility challenges all organizations encounter by automating and simplifying complicated manual 
data analysis. With Clark, organizations can achieve a substantial return on investment by efficiently 
capturing, analyzing, and gaining visibility into complex data, allowing them to refocus on 
strategic tasks.
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ABOUT TRUOPS

TruOps is a powerful GRC solution that transforms traditionally siloed 
modules into a comprehensive risk management solution. Designed to 
integrate and automate critical GRC functions, TruOps simplifies the security, 
risk, and compliance processes organizations need to manage and control 
risk effectively. TruOps meets your organization where it is today and scales 
to meet evolving cyber risks, whether regulatory, internal, or third party.
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PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS FOR RISK MANAGEMENT
The security and risk answers Clark provides present your organization with 
the opportunity to view rolled up data from across your risk siloes from a 
single pane of glass. This enables visualization and detection of potential risks 
and vulnerabilities, thereby reducing the time needed to implement proactive 
measures to mitigate the risks.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE MADE EASIER
The regulatory landscape constantly evolves, and compliance requirements 
can be complex and burdensome. Clark can keep you up to date with 
regulatory changes by analyzing your organization’s current compliance 
posture so you can proactively adjust policies, procedures, and controls 
necessary to remain compliant and avoid costly penalties.

PROACTIVE THIRD-PARTY RISK MANAGEMENT
Automate and streamline insight into your third-party relationships, perform 
due diligence, and consistently monitor your vendors, contractors, suppliers, 
and other third parties’ potential risk to your organization.

IMPROVED DECISION-MAKING
The speed at which Clark can provide accurate and insightful responses across 
your risk siloes can help you make quicker, data-driven, risk-based informed 
decisions that align with your organization’s unique, strategic security goals.




